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***IMPORTANT UPDATE - 5/12/2017*** STREAM CLOSURE - After the end of season 4 (5/10/2017)
the world of insanity and circus has taken a huge hit. We are going to do everything we can to bring
back the stream as soon as possible. If you currently have subscriptions to our twitch.tv, facebook,
or website be sure to update your settings to reflect your subscriptions. ***IMPORTANT UPDATE -
1/10/2017*** STREAM CLOSURE - Last season was an incredible ride. In our first season we
featured Luke and his fitness inspiration. I wouldn't have been able to do what I've done with my
fitness and strength without him and I'm forever grateful. Just after season one finished I knew that I
wasn't able to commit to a second season. I was in the middle of a divorce and on top of that I was
dealing with some health issues that prevented me from lifting. While I have no plans to abandon
this project I have to make sure that I'm in my best physical condition to help bring Luke back and
that won't happen unless I change. It has been almost 4 months since season 3 was first released. I
know this is a long wait but I want to assure you that I'm committed to making season 4 better than
the other seasons. It will have new footage, more involvement of Luke, new trainers and music and I
can promise you that I will never sacrifice the video quality for the sake of a few extra pounds of fat.
In the mean time I've set up a Patreon page to help myself to afford a more stable set-up to get us
through the next season. Patreon will allow me to devote my time to the best way that I know how,
which is to make better content and release it in less time. I will release a new video, every week,
and keep you guys informed of the behind the scenes process. You will also be able to suggest videos
for me to put together and receive special access to behind the scenes videos. This way I can be sure
that you are getting the best content that I have to offer while I continue to try to make the fitness
world better than ever. Please consider signing up and pledging today. I can't promise that you will
always be happy with the content but if you look at past content you know that I love what I do. I
promise you that I won't make the same mistake twice. Insanity Full Workout By Aziz Nazari
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